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Abstract

Lower Cretaceous Albian Platform Mixed Carbonate/Siliciclastic Strata of the Upper
Glen Rose D Member in the East Texas Houston Trough Intrashelf Basin; Regional
Setting, Depositional Systems, and Lithofacies

Peter Soto-Kerans, M.S. Geo. Sci.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2017

Supervisor: Robert Loucks

In East Texas, a thick section of Upper Glen Rose strata was deposited in a newly
defined intrashelf basin behind the Stuart City reef-margin complex. The Houston Trough
is a half graben within the larger Brazos Basin. The stratigraphic section in this intrashelf
basin forms a complex hydrocarbon system where porous grainstones are redeposited
through sediment gravity-flow processes into the basin coevally with organic-rich
mudstones. The depositional setting within the Houston Trough appears to have been
deeper water and below storm-wave base. The water column was stratified where
dysaerobic conditions existed, allowing for organic matter to accumulate and be
preserved in low-energy muddy sediment. Grain-rich gravity-flows rich in ooids
intraclasts, and mollusks derived from the shallower shelf to the northwest were
deposited in the basin and provide the matrix porosity and permeability for the Alabama
Ferry and Fort Trinidad fields.
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The Upper Glen Rose interval is composed of lithofacies that vary widely within
the Houston Trough. Five lithofacies are recognized on the basis of sedimentary features,
texture, fabric, biota, minerology, and organic-matter content: (1) laminated to nonlaminated argillaceous mudstone to wackestone; (2) laminated to non-laminated
terrigenous mudstone to siltstone; (3) intraclast–ooid skeletal packstone; (4) intraclast–
bivalve–ooid grainstone; and (5) oyster rudstone/wackestone. A majority of allochems,
such as ooids, intraclasts, and mollusks within the grain-rich lithofacies, were derived
from the shallow-water, higher energy, oxygenated shelf. The intraclast–bivalve–ooid
grainstones interbedded with organic-rich argillaceous and calcareous mudstones were
previously interpreted as in-situ tidally influenced, high-energy, shallow-water
shoals,however reconstruction of the depositional setting and interpretation of the vertical
and lateral distribution of lithofacies now suggest they were deposited as grain-rich
density flows into the deeper water Houston Trough. This new model can provide a fresh
approach to exploration and production of similar juxtaposed mudstones and grainstones
throughout the southern East Texas Basin.
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INTRODUCTION
The Lower Cretaceous Glen Rose Formation of the East Texas area (Figure 1) forms
conventional and unconventional oil and gas hydrocarbon systems (Pollard, 1989)
composed of a mixture of calcareous and argillaceous mudrocks and fine- to coarse- grained
carbonates. Within this area, the Glen Rose is separated into three members – the Rodessa
Member, Ferry Lake Anhydrite Member, and the Upper Glen Rose Member (Figure 2).
This investigation focuses on the Upper Glen Rose D section in the Houston Trough in in
the southern part of the East Texas Basin as it is still an active target for both conventional
and unconventional oil and gas recovery.
Carbonate platforms such as the Glen Rose system are generally placed into the
classification of Read (1980) as being either ramps, distally steepened ramps, or rimmed
platforms. Overall, the Glen Rose shelf across central Texas is similar to Read’s rimmed
platform profile (Phelps, 2010) (Figure 3A). In the area of investigation in East Texas,
however, this classification system does not capture the complexity associated with active
halokinesis and locally varying subsidence rates during Glen Rose time. In such cases, local
depositional lows; referred to as intrashelf basins, can strongly impact depositional
conditions and associated depositional processes and the resultant facies mosaic. In the
shallower higher energy platform areas shoaling conditions can develop, while in deeper
water areas low-energy, organic-rich, dysaerobic conditions can develop and be punctuated
by gravity-flow deposits (Figure 3B).
The importance of interpreting the correct depositional model can be seen by
contrasting models of early workers for the same system (e.g., Lomando, 1987; Pollard,
1

Figure 1. Regional map showing key structural components that impacted deposition
during the Cretaceous.A regional dip line is shown in yellow for
stratigraphic analyses. A segment of the ION GulfSpan line 2200 is marked
by red line. Glen Rose D study area is highlighted by black dashed box.
Pink shaded areas representsalt diapirs and salt pillows.
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Figure 2. East Texas stratigrapic column highlighting the Glen Rose section of study in
relation to other formations. Type log revealing resitivity and SP signatures
of the Glen Rose, East Texas. The Glen Rose is divided into three separate
members, the Rodessa, Ferry Lake Anhydrite, and the Upper Glen Rose.
Age dates are provided by Phelps et al., (2010).
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Figure 3. (A) Idealized flat-topped reef-rim shelf profile modified from Read (1980) with
associated shoaling upwards cyclicity. (B) Idealized intrashelf basin reefrimmed profile with associated fining upwards clyclicity driven by
intermittent sediment gravity flows into a deepwater depo center.
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1989; Bruno, 1991; Zahm, 2010) versus the depositional model proposed by this
investigation. Many of these earlier workers originally concluded that the grain-rich
depositional units of the Upper Glen Rose D in the Alabama Ferry and Fort Trinidad field
area were deposited as a shoal-water complex under the influence of high-energy wave and
tidal processes. In the depositional model proposed here, unfilled accommodation,
associated with the rapidly subsiding Houston Trough, led to the deposition and
preservation of resedimented ooid-and skeletal-rich gravity-flow-event beds. Such
resedimented grainstones explain the unusual juxtaposition of skeletal intraclast-ooid
grainstones and dark, laminated, organic-matter-rich argillaceous and calcareous
mudstones that make up the Upper Glen Rose D section in the Alabama Ferry and Fort
Trinidad fields.
The major difference in the flat-topped platform and intrashelf basin models is that
the latter provides a method for explaining organic-rich, low-energy strata accumulating on
what would generally be considered a shallow-water, wave- and current- reworked
oxygenated setting. On the South Texas Shelf, from south Texas to East Texas, intrashelf
basins (such as the Maverick Basin, Karnes Trough and the Houston Trough) exhibit
differences in water depth up to ~300 ft (~100 m) that produced critical shifts in

depositional patterns. The Upper Glen Rose D skeletal–intraclast–ooid grainstone system
in the Houston Trough, is an example of how intrashelf-basin topography can produce
interbedding of shallow-water derived grain-rich sediment with and organic-rich muddy
sediments.
We consider the intrashelf basins on the greenhouse shelves of the Cretaceous, such
5

those on the South Texas Shelf or the Bab Basin of the Middle East to be an important
variation on the original platform classification scheme of Read (1980). When analyzing
ooid accumulations such as those of the Upper Glen Rose D section of the Houston Trough,
the detailed sedimentology of the ooid grainstone and mudstone couplets is key to
differentiating between the standard flat-topped-platform ooid-shoal system and the
intrashelf basin resedimented model as occurs in the Houston Trough.
The overall goal of this investigation is to understand the regional geology of the
Upper Glen Rose D Member in central East Texas. Specific objectives are to: (1) define the
formation and extent of the Houston Trough; (2) define the regional depositional setting
and depositional processes of the Upper Glen Rose D section; (3) describe the siliciclastic
and carbonate lithofacies with respect to sedimentary features, fabric, texture, biota, total
organic carbon (TOC), and mineralogy; and (4) present a depositional model that explains
the lateral and vertical lithofacies changes as well as the paleotectonic setting. This
investigation of the geology of the Upper Glen Rose D section will help provide insight
into exploration for both new conventional and unconventional resources in southern East
Texas. The depositional model for this carbonate and siliciclastic trend can be used as an
analog for other similar carbonate and siliciclastic trends in other intrashelf basins.
PREVIOUS WORK
The Upper Glen Rose stratigraphic section and the Alabama Ferry field area has
been the subject of a several investigations, including Pollard (1989), Bruno et al. (1991),
Fitchen et al. (1997), and Zahm et al. (2010). In these studies, the lithofacies assemblages
in the area of the Alabama Ferry and Fort Trinidad fields were described as cyclic shoal
6

complexes located approximately 15 to 30 mi (25 to 50 km) northwest of the Glen Rose
shelf margin. Fitchen et al. (1997) described these cycles as being composed from three
main lithofacies -ooid-skeletal-intraclast grainstone, skeletal wackestone-packstone, and
shale. These facies are stacked into three main high-frequency cycles (D-1, D-2, D-3)
highlighted by thick (20 to 60 ft; 6 m to 18 m) grainstone beds dominated by ooids,
intraclasts, and bivalves.
These studies (Pollard, 1989; Bruno et al., 1991; and Fitchen et al., 1997; Zahm et
al., 2010) concentrated on the areas around the fields, which provided limited insight to the
more regional setting. This study analyzes a larger area (Figure 1) and describes cores both
inside and outside of the field limits. By integrating regional seismic data, regional
isopachs, and core data, the present investigation was able to clearly define the depositional
setting that explains the lithofacies encountered.
DATA AND METHODS
This study is in part based on approximately 300 wireline logs that compose a Petra
project covering Houston, Madison, Leon, Walker, and Grimes Counties (Figures 4A, 4B).
This area contains portions of the East Texas and the former Brazos basins. Several of the
logs were digitized using Neuralog software. A series of dip and strike lines were analyzed
and a key regional dip line is presented in Figure 1. Isopach maps were constructed using
the wireline-log database.
Seven cores (Figure 4A) were described to define lithofacies, mineralogy, and
sedimentology of the Glen Rose Formation and specifically the Upper Glen Rose D section.
Each core covers the Upper Glen Rose D Member with two cores, the Basin Operating Co.
7

Darrell Hall No.1, Leon Co., and the Shell Oil Co. Flora Johnson No. 1, Grimes County,
covering nearly the complete Upper Glen Rose section. These cores are discussed in the
Regional Setting and General Stratigraphy section to provide a general characterization of
the overall Upper Glen Rose Member. The cores were slabbed and then etched with diluted
HCl acid. The acid treatment cleans the face of the core and brings out greater detail
highlighting subtle sedimentary features that would otherwise be difficult to observe.
Etching also causes the relative insoluble components such as dolomite, quartz, and clay
minerals to stand in relief making their identification much easier. The cores were described
using a binocular microscope. Dunham’s carbonate texture classification (Dunham, 1962)
was used to classify the carbonate rocks and Folk’s mudrock classification was used to
classify the mudrocks (Folk, 1980). Texture and fabric of the cores were recorded on a
logging form (Figures 5 and 6). Included in the descriptions are mineralogy, sedimentary
and structural features, and allochem-relative abundances.
Eighty-seven thin sections were analyzed for mineralogy, grain types, and
depositional and diagenetic fabrics. The thin sections were prepared by National
Petrographic Service, Inc. and were impregnated with blue dyed epoxy to emphasize
macropores and blue fluorescent dye to emphasize micropores. The thin sections were
analyzed with a petrographic microscope for mineralogy, sedimentary features, allochems,
and diagenetic features.
X-ray diffraction was completed on eight samples from the Basin Operating Co.
Darrell Hall No. 1, Leon County Texas to define mineralogy and help characterize
lithofacies throughout the Upper Glen Rose D section, especially siliciclastic mudstones.
The samples were analyzed by K-T GeoServices Inc. in Gunnison, Colorado. Each sample
8

Figure 4.
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Figure 4 (previous page). Planview of Glen Rose D East Texas study area. (A) Houston
Trough intrashelf basin extent shown in dashed grey area. Within this area,
sediments are likely affected by the deepwater depositional environment
created by the presence of this intrashelf basin. (B) Isopach map of Glen
Rose D strata overlain to show regional thickness. Down dip, the Glen Rose
D thins, suggesting the presence of onlap with the time equivalent
prograding Stuart City Reef Margin. Up dip, the Glen Rose D thins,
suggesting the presence of a topographic high, likely being the Central
Texas Platform.
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Figure 5. Core description from the Basin Operating Co, Darrell Hall No. 1 Leon Co.
Location highlighted by yellow and black star on provided map. Located
within the Alabama Ferry field of the Houston Trough intrashelf basin,
facies are dominated by grainstones, packstone, and organic-rich mudrock.
Units D-1 through D-3 are highlighted for reference with other publications
(Fitchen et al., 1997).
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Figure 6. Core description from the Shell Oil Co. Flora Johnson No. 1, Grimes Co.
Location highlighted by yellow and black star on provided map. Located
within the Houston Trough intrashelf basin, facies are dominated by lowenergy argillaceous lime mudstones, oyster rudstones/wackestones, as well
as intraclast skeletal packstones.
12

was ground to a fine powder (10–15 microns). Bulk sample mounts were scanned with a
Bruker AXS D4 Endeavor x-ray diffractometer using copper K-alpha radiation at standard
scanning parameters. Computer analysis of the diffractograms provided identification and
semiquantitative analysis of the relative abundance (in weight percent) of the various
mineral phases. A summary of XRD results is presented in Table 1.
Twenty-seven samples from five wells were analyzed for total organic carbon
content (TOC) using Rock-Eval® Pyrolysis by GeoMark Laboratories. Most of the sample
selection emphasized the darker and more argillaceous mudstones, but a few grainstones
were also analyzed for comparison. A summary of Rock-Eval pyrolysis analysis results is
presented in Table 2
A close up 2D seismic line was made available to the Carbonate Reservoir
Characterization Research Laboratory (RCRL) at the Bureau of Economic Geology, The
University Texas at Austin by ION from its GulfSPAN data volume. Permission was
granted to publish 130 miles of line 2200 that that transect the eastern part of the study area
(Figures 1 and 7). The seismic line B-B′ was depth converted and wireline logs near the
line were used to delineate stratigraphic horizons.
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Table 1. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was completed on 8 samples from the Basin Operating
Co. Darrell Hall No.1, Leon County Texas to define mineralogy and
help define lithofacies throughout the Glen Rose D section. The samples
were analyzed by K-T GeoServices Inc. in Gunnison, Colorado.
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Table 2. Twenty-seven samples from five wells within the Houston Trough were analyzed for TOC
using Rock-Eval® Pyrolysis by GeoMark Laboratories.

REGIONAL SETTING AND GENERAL STRATIGRAPHY
REGIONAL GEOLOGY OF THE EAST TEXAS BASIN
The paleogeographic setting and structural features of the Lower Cretaceous Albian
platform in the southern East Texas Basin and Houston Trough areas are shown in Figures
1 and 8. The Albian Upper Glen Rose section, within the area of investigation, was
deposited in the Houston Trough on the outer part of the South Texas Shelf approximately
25 to 30 miles (40 km to 50 km) behind the Stuart City Reef Trend (Figure 1). The Houston
Trough intrashelf basin was a deeper water depocenter during Glen Rose time (Figures 7
and 8). The East Texas Basin and Houston Trough intrashelf basins combine to make a
series of structural lows in association with basement subsidence features and saltwithdrawal structures that impacted Jurassic, Cretaceous, and Tertiary deposits (Davidoff,
1991).
East Texas Basin
During the Triassic Period, the area of the East Texas Gulf Coast Region was
composed of continental crust (Salvador and Green, 1980). The East Texas Basin (Figure
8) originated as a Jurassic failed-rift north of the principal rift zone that ultimately formed
the Gulf of Mexico (Walper and Miller, 1985). During the breakup of Pangea as Atlantic
rifting began to occur towards the modern equator, East Texas continental crust began to
thin, deform, and fail (Van der Voo and French, 1974; Buffler et al., 1980; Pindell and
Dewey, 1982), forming a series of ENE-oriented structural highs and lows, and resulting in
localized accumulation of salt in the broad depression that was the East Texas Basin.
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Houston Arch
The Houston Arch (Figures 7 and 8) is a northeast southwest trending positive
basement feature that separates the East Texas Basin to the north and the Houston Trough
to the south. During the Late Jurassic, the Houston Arch was a prominent structural high as
indicated by salt pinch-out and well developed onlap patterns of Jurassic reflectors
northward onto the arch (Figure 7). Thinning of Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous strata across
the arch indicates that the Houston Arch remained a positive basement structure throughout
the Lower Cretaceous (Davidoff, 1991).
Brazos Basin
The Brazos Basin is a basement low, which extends from Houston and Trinity
Counties in the northeast to Austin and Fayette Counties in the southwest (Figures 1, 7, and
8). Similar to the East Texas Basin, the Brazos Basin formed during the rifting associated
with the Gulf of Mexico (Davidoff, 1991). At the southern extent of the Brazos basin, the
Angelina-Grimes terrace (Figures 7 and 8) was a prominent northward dipping monocline
into the basin. This basin was nearly filled by Glen Rose time and had little to no effect on
Glen Rose deposition, but did affect the development of the Houston Trough that is
discussed in detail in the next section.
Many local structures within the southern East Texas area are associated with
differential basement subsidence as well as salt diapirs, pillows, and turtle structures, and
other salt-influenced paleogeographic features (Bruno, 1991). Because of the impact of the
Houston Arch, salt was largely confined to the East Texas Basin, therefore affecting
sedimentation within that basin. Within the former Brazos Basin, a period of rapid initial
17
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Figure 7. ION GulfSPAN 2200. Seismic line B to B’ is shown on Figure 1. Stratigraphic section from
Paleozoic basement to Tertiary deposits is covered in presented line, with seismic
timelines traced in yellow. East Texas Basin (1), Houston Arch (2), Brazos Basin (3),
Angelina-Grimes Terrace (4), and Houston Trough intrashelf basin (5) are shown.

Figure 8. Strucutural components of the East Texas study area. Structural features are 1)
East Texas Basin, 2) Houston Arch, 3) Brazos Basin, 4) AngelinaGrimes Terrace and 5) Houston Trough intrashelf basin. Salt diapirs are
highlighted by pink cartoons in East Texas Basin to show localiztion of
salt structures.
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subsidence occurred during the Late Jurassic similar to the East Texas Basin and subsidence
was at a relatively higher rate than that of the Houston Arch to the north and the Angelina
Grimes terrace to the south (Davidoff, 1991). Structural movement within the Brazos Basin
deformed the deeper, older lowermost Cretaceous Knowles, Calvin, Winn carbonates
(Figure 7).
Houston Trough
The Houston Trough, a newly defined Lower Cretaceous intrashelf basin (Figures
4, 7, and 8) which formed within the former Brazos Basin area. The Houston Trough shows
a distinct history of subsidence that created a deeper water depocenter as recorded by
thickening and facies patterns of several formations in the Cretaceous as well as the
Tertiary. These formations include the Sligo, Glen Rose, Edwards, Buda, Eaglebine, Pecan
Gap, and potentially the Midway and Wilcox. As opposed to the East Texas and Brazos
Basins that were formed by basement rifting and failure, the Houston Trough intrashelf
basin was formed from the deformation of Jurassic and Early Cretaceous sediments within
the Brazos Basin The Houston Trough is a E-W trending half graben with a north-dipping
normal fault that bounds the graben to the south. The graben occurs between 31.5-30.4 W.
latitudes and 95.3-95.8 N. longitudes at the Cretaceous stratigraphic level. A number of
minor faults are also present that cross-cut multiple formations which are readily noted on
the regional seismic line (Figure 7). The major southern bounding fault of the Houston
Trough cuts Jurassic, Cretaceous, and Tertiary strata. In addition, thickening is observed in
Cretaceous and Tertiary strata within the Houston Trough (Figure 7). Isopach maps of these
units, specifically the Upper Glen Rose D (Figure 4B), show an isopach thick that extends
from Houston County in the northeast to Grimes County in the southwest, a distance of 105
20

miles (170 km). The Upper Glen Rose D isopach provides a general outline the Houston
Trough intrashelf basin half graben, which is approximately 20 miles (32 km) across.
(Figure 4B).
LOWER CRETACEOUS APTIAN/ALBIAN EAST TEXAS STRATIGRAPHY
The Lower Cretaceous Aptian to Albian regional stratigraphy of the southern East
Texas area is summarized in Figure 9. Following deposition of the Pearsall Group, the Glen
Rose Formation was deposited. At this time, the formation of the Stuart City reef trend
initiated and started prograding to the south towards the Gulf of Mexico. As mentioned
earlier, the Glen Rose Formation of East Texas is composed of three members: the Rodessa,
Ferry Lake Anhydrite, and the Upper Glen Rose (Figure 2). The basal Rodessa Member is
composed in part of high-energy ooid Orbitolina texana-rich grainstones, reef boundstones,
and grain-dominated packstones within the East Texas study area (Keith, 1983). Facies
assemblages in the study reflect a broad open-shelf carbonate platform. Reef development
within the Rodessa was localized and may have been recorded by patch-reef development
that formed during the initial recovery of the Albian carbonate platform following OAE 1B
(Phelps, 2014).
The Lower Cretaceous Ferry Lake Anhydrite is composed of alternating carbonate
and evaporite units that were deposited in a broad, subtidal hypersaline, lagoon (Loucks et
al., 1982). The evaporitic lagoon was up to 162 miles (260 km) wide within the East Texas
Basin and was barred from the open ocean by shelf-margin rudist banks of the Rodessa
(Bushaw, 1968); Loucks et al., 1982). Vertically to randomly aligned mosaic anhydrite was

21
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Figure 9. Approximately 300 spontaneous potential (SP), resistivity and gamma-ray wire-line well logs
that penetrated the Lower Cretaceous of the East Texas Basin were used for this study.
Fifteen wire-line logs aligned in a dip orientation were used to construct the
stratigraphic section. Of the fifteen wire-line well logs, a total of eight core
descriptions were available to define the lithofacies that compose the stratigraphic
section of the Pearsall, Rodessa, Ferry Lake Anyhydrite, Upper Glen Rose and the
Stuart City Reef Trend. Core data was integrated with log curves to delineate the
stratigraphic architecture of the Lower Cretaceous. Figure 1 shows location

deposited in a salina as subaqueous gypsum palmate structures that were transformed to
anhydrite during diagenesis (Loucks et al., 1982). Most of the carbonates, predominantly
mudstones and wackestones, also were deposited in a restricted, shallow- subtidal to lowerintertidal environment. The Ferry Lake Anhydrite is only found north of the Houston Arch
and thins to pinchout to the south.
The Upper Glen Rose is informally divided into eight units (A-H) (Cregg, 1988)
(Figure 2), of which the Upper Glen Rose D is the focus of this investigation. Units A-H
are defined by alternating clean carbonate and argillaceous mudstone cycles that can be
correlated widely in the East Texas Basin and Houston Trough (Fitchen et al., 1997). The
Upper Glen Rose D unit in the Houston Trough is composed of a variety of light grey to
dark gray to black calcareous and argillaceous mudstones, skeletal–intraclast packstones,
and skeletal–intraclast–ooid grainstones. Ooid-bearing grainstones and other graindominated packstone intervals are present in the Upper Glen Rose D, but are restricted to
the area of the Alabama Ferry and Fort Trinidad fields (Figure 4).
The Glen Rose Formation is overlain by the Paluxy Sandstone/Shale. The Paluxy
section was deposited during a lower order lowstand of sea level (composite sequence
scale) (Moore, 1996). The base of the Paluxy is considered to be the base of the Edwards
composite sequence. The sequence boundary unconformity between the Glen Rose and
Edwards sections is recognized across the Central Texas Platform; however, it is not
recognizable in surrounding intrashelf basins (Moore, 1996). The Paluxy section grades
from sandstones to siltstones, to calcareous mudrocks as it is traced from the northern
Central Texas Shelf towards the Houston Trough. It is a reliable correlation marker for
regional stratigraphic correlations on both wireline-log and seismic datasets in East Texas.
23

UPPER GLEN ROSE D LITHOFACIES
The Upper Glen Rose D unit of the East Texas Upper Glen Rose can be divided on
the basis of texture, fabric, biota, and sedimentary features into the following lithofacies:
(1) laminated to nonlaminated argillaceous c mudstone to lime wackestone, (2) laminated
to nonlaminated terrigenous mudstone to siltstone, (3) ooid–skeletal argillaceous
wackestone to packstone, (4) intraclast–bivalve–ooid grainstone, and (5) oyster wackestone
and rudstone.
Upper Glen Rose facies were recognized through detailed descriptions of seven
cores taken from Leon, Grimes, and Houston Counties (Figure 4A). The Basin Operating
Co. Darrell Hall No. 1 and Shell Oil Co. Flora Johnson No. 1 core recovered almost the
complete Upper Glen Rose D section. The analysis of these seven cores included core and
thin-section description, XRD, and TOC data. Detailed core descriptions were completed
for the Basin Operating Co. Darrell Hall No.1 and Shell Oil Co. Flora Johnson No. 1 cores
in order to define lithofacies, describe sedimentologic features, and document lithofacies
contacts. Detailed sedimentologic analysis of these two cores is discussed later in the
“Reservoir-Scale Depositional Patterns of the Upper Glen Rose D” section.
LAMINATED

TO

NON-LAMINATED ARGILLACEOUS LIME MUDSTONE

TO

LIME

WACKESTONE
Laminated black to grey argillaceous mudstones and wackestones are the
predominant lithofacies within the Upper Glen Rose D unit (Figure 10). This lithofacies is
present in both the Alabama Ferry field and along strike within the Houston Trough
intrashelf basin. Allochems are generally rare in this lithofacies, however oyster fragments,
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echinoid spines, and agglutinated foraminifers are present in some samples.
Thin (3 cm to 30 cm) interbeds of lime packstone and grainstone containing rip-up
clasts and abraded skeletal fragments occur within this fine-grained lithofacies. The
intraclasts are composed of carbonate mud and skeletal fragments (oysters, thin-bivalves,
miliolids, etc.), or ooids. Only minor bioturbation is observed within this lithofacies. Some
samples of this lithofacies display TOC values greater than 2%, and along with rare
bioturbation, a dysaerobic to anaerobic bottom condition is indicated. The occurrence of
the agglutinated foraminifer, Ammobaculites agglutinans (Figure 10E), also suggests a lowenergy, deeper-water substrate as this agglutinated foraminifer thrived in low-oxygen
stratified water columns (Fuchs and Schreiber, 1988). These foraminifers utilized
surrounding grains to form agglutinate tests as opposed to other types of foraminifers that
secrete their tests. Such ecological conditions can occur in basins with temporal and spatial
restriction of oxygen related to the development of oxygen minimum zones. (Fuchs and
Schreiber, 1988; Loeblich and Tappan, 1964)
LAMINATED TO NON-LAMINATED TERRIGENOUS MUDSTONE TO STILTSTONE
Terrigenous mudstone is the least common lithofacies within the Upper Glen Rose
D section in the Houston Trough (Figures 10A and 10D). This lithofacies shows wispy
pressure solution seams and ranges in thickness from 2 to 15 cm in thickness (Figures 10A,
D). Allochems include rare oyster fragments, intraclasts, and other skeletal debris. The
rocks are brown and are composed of clay minerals and clay to silt-sized quartz and feldspar
grains. Burrow traces are rare, however when present, the burrows are horizontal
suggesting a stressed environment with low-oxygen levels.
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Figure 10.
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Figure 10 (previous page). (A) Calcareous mudstone with starved ripples. and terrigenous
mudstone whis (B) Mudstone with echinoid fragments and other skeletal
material sourced from shallow-subtidal environment (C) Mudstone with
oyster fragment (D) Terrigenous mudstone whisp with skeletal
fragments (E) Agglutinated foram with skeletal hash and peloids used as
exterior structure.
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INTRACLAST–SKELETAL LIME WACKESTONE TO PACKSTONE
The ooid–skeletal wackestone to packstone lithofacies occurs in the Upper Glen
Rose D in the area of the Alabama Ferry and Trinidad fields (Figure 11). It occurs in sharp
contact with skeletal–ooid grainstones or within laminated terrigenous and calcareous
mudstones (Figure 11A). Allochems are relatively coarse-grained and poorly sorted and
consist of thin-shelled bivalves, ooids, gastropods, peloids, and intraclasts.
Mudstone and grainstone intraclasts up to 2.5 cm in diameter are also noted.
Compaction of grains is shown by mechanical breakage of skeletal fragments. Vertical
lithofacies contacts between the packstone and adjacent lithofacies are commonly irregular,
which might be the result of soft-sediment compaction.
INTRACLAST–BIVALVE–OOID LIME GRAINSTONE
Intraclast-bivalve-ooid grainstones are a common lithofacies within the Upper Glen
Rose D unit of the Alabama Ferry Field area (Figure 4). This lithofacies is not present in
all the cores reviewed such as the Shell Flora Johnson No.1 or the Devon Cook No. 2 cores,
which are located along strike within the Houston Trough. Grain size is variable and grains
are poorly sorted ranging from fine- to coarse-grained (Figures12E, D). The allochems
consists of ooids, bivalve fragments, agglutinated foraminifers, and, mud-dominated
intraclasts. In some areas, bivalve fragments account for more than 90% of allochems.
Other bioclastic constituents include gastropods and minor amounts of echinoderms,
foraminifers, and calcareous algae. Rare coral fragments were also observed in one
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Figure 11.
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Figure 11 (previous page). (A) Sharply bedded packstone and calcareous mudstone
facies. Contacts display waning flow with rip up clasts within mudstone
facies. Poor sorting of packstone facies. (B) Banded skeletal packstone
facies with contorted bedding sharply contacting organic rich mudstone
with .5 inch rip up clasts. (C) Intraclast skeletal packstone. (D) Intraclast
skeletal packstone with milliolids, bivalve fragments, and terrigenous
intraclasts (D) Ooid skeletal packstone with ooid geopedal infill of
gastropod fragments.
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Figure 12.
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Figure 12 (previous page). (A) Skeletal intraclast ooid grainstone and packstone hybrid
sediment gravity flow (B) Ooid skeletal grainstone facies with intraclast
and coral fragments. Moldic porosity evident as seen by porosity in
bivalve molds. Grainstone is poorly sorted. (C) Skeletal intraclast
grainstone with agglutinated foraminifer. (D) Milliolid bivalve intraclast
grainstone (E) Gastropod ooid bivavlve grainstone with agglutinated
foraminifer (F) Instraclast skeletal grainstone.
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grainstone from the Basin Operating Darrell Hall No. 1 core. Ooids and peloids are
common in most of the grainstones. The basal and upper contact of the grainstone layers
are sharp and irregular (Figure 12A) suggesting event deposition rather than transitional
continuous sedimentation between lithofacies.
OYSTER LIME WACKESTONE AND LIME RUDSTONE
Oyster-rich wackestones and rudstones are common within the Upper Glen Rose D,
especially in the Shell Oil Co. Flora Johnson No. 1 and the Devon Energy Cook No. 2 cores
that are outside the Alabama Ferry Field area (Figure 13). With the Alabama Ferry field,
this lithofacies is rare. Allochems are poorly sorted, composed predominantly of oyster
fragments and some serpulid worm tube fragments within a mud matrix. Many of the oyster
fragments were deposited with the longer axis horizontal suggesting current deposition.
Geopetal sediment associated with the convex-up oyster fragments are common. Oysters
and bivalve layers are heavily compacted. It is estimated that these oyster beds compacted
to 10 to 20% of their original depositional thickness. The base and top of the oyster rudstone
facies are irregular. This irregularity is most likely produced by compaction.
ORGANIC-MATTER CHARACTERIZATION
Twenty-seven samples from five wells within the Houston Trough were analyzed
for TOC using Rock-Eval® Pyrolysis (Table 2). Most of the sample selection emphasized
the darker and more argillaceous mudstones, but a few more carbonate samples were also
analyzed. Overall, TOC within the Upper Glen Rose D unit varies widely from 0.21 to
2.34% TOC. Higher TOC values (>0.55% TOC) are present within the more argillaceous
layers interbedded within grainstone layers in the Alabama Ferry field area, as well as
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Figure 13.
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Figure 13 (previous page). (A) Oyster-rich rudstone facies with contorted bedding and
sharp contacts with mudstone facies. (B) Oyste- rich rudstone facies
with mudstone intraclasts. (C) Oyster packstone/rudstone with skeletal
geopedal infill. (D) Oyster rudstone with organic-rich mudstone matrix
(E) Oyster wackestone/rudstone within organi- rich mudstone matrix
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Figure 14. Samples from Table 2 plotted with respect towards S1+S2 and TOC wt%. Plot
is modified from Dembicki (2009). S1 relates to the ammount of free
hydrocarbons within the sample. S2 relates to the ammont of
hydrocarbons the sample has the potentail to generate through thermal
cracking.
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mudstones within the Devon Energy Cook No. 2 well along strike. Calculated Ro from
Rock-Eval® Pyrolysis (average = 0.92% and range 0.72 to 1.1%) indicates that the Glen
Rose samples from the Houston Trough are within the oil window. Preservation of the
elevated TOC suggests deposition in a low-energy stratified intrashelf basin where the
bottom waters and sediments were dysaerobic or anaerobic.
Rock Eval® data (S1+S2 and TOC), collected from samples from the Houston
Trough, were plotted based on a source-potential cross plot modified from Dembicki (2009)
(Figure 14). Samples were grouped into three categories based on percent carbonate from
XRD analysis. The source potential of the of the Glen Rose strata is generally poor relative
to S1 plus S2 values, but several terrigenous-rich mudstone samples are fair source rocks.
However, based on TOC percentages, many of the samples plot in the good to excellent
source rock range.
Rock Eval® data (hydrogen and oxygen indexes) were also plotted on a Pseudo Van
Krevlin diagram in order to understand organic-matter type and maturity (Figure 15). All
the data plots low on the hydrogen-index axis. This indicates that the organic matter is not
prone to be high quality source rock or also may mean that the TOC has decreased during
thermal maturation. As a source rock generates and expels hydrocarbons, the amount of
organic matter in the source rock will decrease (Daly and Edman, 1987). The amount of
hydrogen will also decrease resulting in a decrease in Rock-Eval S2 (Espitalie et al., 1977).
Therefore, values observed could have been higher before present burial depths.
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These Rock-Eval® Pyrolysis data suggest that the Glen Rose D section has potential
to be a fair source rock, but more analyses within the Houston Trough are necessary to fully
characterize the trough strata relative to source potential. The amount of organic-matter in

Figure 15. Pseudo Van Krevlin plot of Glen Rose D samples. Three cores were plotted
covering both the Alabama Ferry field of the Houston Trough as well as
along strike of the Alabama Ferry within the Houston Trough. Hydrogen
Index values are shown to be below 200 mg HC / g TOC and a wide
range of Oxygen Index values from less than 10 mg CO2 / g TOC to
greater than 80 mg CO2 / g TOC.
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many of the samples does suggest that the deposition setting had to be dysaerobic or
anaerobic.
RESERVOIR-SCALE DEPOSITIONAL PATTERNS OF THE UPPER GLEN
ROSE D
The lithofacies in the Upper Glen Rose D unit varies greatly in the Houston Trough.
Because of the strong variation, two Upper Glen Rose D cored sections were selected as
type sections: the Shell Oil Co. Flora Johnson No. 1 core that contains numerous grain-rich
units and the Basin Operating Co. Darrell Hall No. 1 core that contains few grain-rich units
(Figures 5 and 6). These two sections are discussed in detail.
BASIN OPERATING CO. DARRELL HALL NO. 1
This cored well is from within the Alabama Ferry Field, which is located in Leon
and Houston Counties, Texas, and produces from the Upper Glen Rose D on the
northernslope of the Houston Trough. As shown by the isopach in Figure 4, the Alabama
Ferry field occurs within the thicker accumulation of the Upper Glen Rose D unit. It is
composed of cycles of resedimented, shallow-water-derived grainstone deposits and deeper
water organic-matter-rich mudstones.
In this core, the Upper Glen Rose D unit is composed of light grey to dark gray to
black calcareous and argillaceous mudstones, skeletal–intraclast packstones, and skeletal–
intraclast–ooid grainstones. Grainstones and other grain-dominated packstone intervals that
are present in the Upper Glen Rose D are largely restricted to strata in the Alabama Ferry
and Fort Trinidad field areas (Figure 4).
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A detailed description of the Basin Operating Co. Darrell Hall No.1 core was
completed to define sedimentology features and lithofacies that are common within the
Alabama Ferry field (Figure 16). Upper Glen Rose D deposits in this core show distinct
alterations between grainstones resedimented from the shallower platform northwest of the
Alabama Ferry field and low-energy, deeper-water, organic-rich mudstones. As shown by
the Rock Eval® dataset (Table 2) organic content averages less than 0.55% in the
carbonate-rich units and 1.00% in the more argillaceous strata. Grainstone lithofacies show
upward fining sections. These grain rich-units are in sharp contact with laminated
mudstones and wackestones. In some units, the grainstones fine upwards into mud-rich
packstones with lithoclasts and abraded allochems. Grainstone beds are poorly sorted and
generally massive, but some display planar laminations. Fine-scale alternations within
grainstones range in thickness from 5 to 13 cm. Internal stratification is apparent between
coarse-sized bivalve beds and ooid beds (Figure 12).
Grain-rich units throughout the Upper Glen Rose D of the Alabama Ferry exhibit
waning flow cyclicity typical of turbidite fans (Mutti, 1977) and hybrid gravity flows
(Haughton et al., 2009). Within the Basin Operating Co. Darrell Hall No. 1 core, common
sedimentary features include starved ripples, flat-bottomed ripple layers, thin graindominated beds grading into organic-matter-rich mudrock, and poorly sorted amalgamated
grainstone beds.
Fine-grained lithofacies that separate the grainstones consist of laminated
argillaceous mudstone. Minor traces of thin bivalves, oysters, and ooids are present within
the mudstones along with intraclasts of packstone and grainstones. Intraclasts are variable
in morphologies from well-rounded to angular intraclasts (composite grains). Beds of
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Figure 16.
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Figure 16 (previous page). High-resolution core descripton highlighting fine scale facies
relaitonships from the Darrell Hall No. 1, Leon Co. Texas. Geochemical
RockEval data is presented to reveal presence of TOC wt%.
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mudstone less than 3 cm thick appear within the grainstone bodies and are associated with
TOC values up to 2.34%.
Agglutinated foraminifers (Ammobaculites agglutinans) are present within the
grainstones with arenaceous tests composed of ooids, intraclasts, and other skeletal debris
(Figure 12C). As mentioned earlier, these foraminifers commonly lived at the sediment
surface where the water column was low in oxygen. (Fuchs and Schreiber, 1988; Loeblich
and Tappan, 1964). This mixture of deeper-water foraminifers with shallow- water derived,
poorly sorted grainstones suggests that the bivalves, ooids, and intraclast grains were
resedimented into a deeper-water depositional environment where these foraminifera
thrived. Subsequently, these foraminifera used the resedimented grains to

construct

their tests.
SHELL OIL CO. FLORA JOHNSON NO. 1
Outside of the Alabama Ferry field area in the Houston Trough, the majority of the
Upper Glen Rose D strata are composed predominately of argillaceous and calcareous
mudstones and wackestones. This change in lithofacies within the Upper Glen Rose D is
well-documented in the Shell Oil Co Flora Johnson No. 1 core (Figure 6) and observed in
the Devon Energy Co. Cook No. 2 core. As opposed to the grain-rich lithofacies in the
Alabama Ferry field area, the Flora Johnson No.1 shows the Upper Glen Rose D unit to be
devoid of shallow-water resedimented grainstones and instead are dominated by laminated
argillaceous mudstones, wackestones, and resedimented oyster rudstones.
Minor influxes of skeletal debris and intraclasts are found within the mudstone
facies with allochems including Orbitolina texana, Pecolopod, and Ostracoda. In the
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Devon Cook No. 2 core, similar mudstones show slightly elevated TOC values (average =
1.04% and range = 0.21 to 2.34%). Some layers display oyster-fragment-rich beds. The
near absence of bioturbation and the presence of faint lamination indicates that the Houston
Trough area was deeper water, low energy, probably dysaerobic to anaerobic. We suggest
that some of the biota was sourced from an oxygenated, shallow-water shelf setting
surrounding the trough. While grain-rich lithofacies are largely absent from the Upper Glen
Rose D away from the Alabama Ferry field, mudstones show distinct similarities to the
mudstones of the Alabama Ferry field in terms of preservation of organics and source-rock
quality (Figures 14 and 15). The similarities suggest that mudstone throughout the Houston
Trough were deposited under similar conditions.
ALABAMA FERRY FIELD CROSS SECTION
A northwest to southeast cross section oriented parallel to depositional dip through
the Alabama Ferry field was constructed using cores and associated petrophysical logs (line
C-C′) in Figures 4A, 16, and 17). The cross section is datumed on the top of the Upper Glen
Rose D. Several major grainstone bodies (Figure 5) were correlated. As observed from the
cross section, the Upper Glen Rose grainstone bodies increase in thickness from 45 ft (13
m) up dip to 80 ft (24 m) down dip. A key relationship highlighted by this cross section is
that the amalgamation of the grainstone bodies decreases downdip. The Lasmo Energy
Corp. Lochbuie No. 1 and Lasmo Energy Corp. Tubb No. 1 wells show ‘blocky’ log
responses with grainstone bodies up to 45 ft (13 m) thick. Grainstone bodies are relatively
mud-free with mudclasts at the top of some sections (Figure 12B). The grainstone bodies
are nearly structureless but do show some dewatering structures. Individual grainstone
bodies are difficult to correlate across the field because of grain body amalgamation or
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Figure 17. Glen Rose D dip section from Alabama Ferry field (C-C’, Figure 4). Thick blocky grainstone
bodies compose the most up dip intervals of the Alabama Ferry field while down dip,
cores show increased shingling and banding of grainstones with fine grained lithofacies
high in TOC wt%. High resolution core description of the Basin Operating Co. Darrell
Hall No.1 is present in Figure 16.of A-A’ within East Texas.

pinch out. These grainstone bodies are interpreted to be noncohesive, high-density
concentrated flows forming amalgamated proximal sediment lobes.
As shown by the detailed core description from the Darrell Hall no. 1 (Figure 16),
grainstones are in sharp contact with low-energy mudstones, some of which are faintly
laminated and have elevated TOC. Several of the shingled grain bodies show upwardsfining fabrics suggesting waning current flow. These waning current flow deposits are
interpreted as resedimented sediment gravity-flow deposits. Significant variation in range
of grain size from fine-grained allochems to large intraclasts is observed (Figure 12A). The
concentrated flows commonly preserve ripple laminated caps as shown in Figure 12A.
These sedimentary features in the Basin Operating Co. Darrell Hall No. 1 core and the
interbedding of the grainstones with mudstones having laminations, no burrowing, and
elevated TOC suggests these grainstones are related to resedimented composite/cogenetic
hybrid flows as illustrated by Haughton et al. (2009) (Figure 18A).
This flow transformation in the Glen Rose D grain bodies, illustrated in Figure 18B,
shows similarity to the hybrid sediment gravity-flow division (Haughton et al., 2009) with
grain flows transforming from largely noncohesive flows to increasingly cohesive flows.
Also, if these grainstone bodies were related to shallow-water, high- energy shoal deposits,
cross bedding and a well-sorted texture would be expected but these characteristics are
absent from the cores studied here.
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Figure 18. (A) Classification scheme from Haughton et al. (2009) for subaqueous
sediment gravity flows. Composite non-cohesive/cohesive ‘hybrid’
sediment gravity flows are highlighted for comparison with Alabama
Ferry field facies profile. (B) Flow transoformation illustration of
Alabama Ferry field showing transformation from non-cohesive flows
up-dip to a cohesive flow down-dip.
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DISCUSSION
On the basis of sedimentary structures, facies, textures, biota, organic geochemistry,
and regional structural analysis, a depositional model (Figure 19) is proposed that accounts
for the lithofacies and associated depositional processes noted within the Upper Glen Rose
D strata in the Houston Trough. The data and observations suggest that the Upper Glen
Rose D strata were deposited within a deeper-water setting within the Houston Trough
intrashelf basin.
The isopach of the Upper Glen Rose D (Figure 4) defines a distinct NE-SW thick
accumulation that is centered directly over the Houston Trough element of the Brazos
Basin (Figure 4B). Within the Trough, Upper Glen Rose D strata are up to 200 ft thick (60
m) and this isopach thick aligns with the location of the Houston Trough fault zone (Figure
7). The fault corresponds to thickening of strata in the Houston Trough that is seen on the
GulfSPAN 2200 seismic line (Figures 6, 11, and 19), providing a northeast border for the
Houston Trough intrashelf basin.
A 2D seismic line and wireline logs were used to interpret controls on the formation
of the Houston Trough. Understanding the formation of this intrashelf basin is important
for predicting the types and extent of lithofacies produced in this deeper water setting. The
Upper Jurassic/Lower Cretaceous stratigraphy of the Knowles Limestone, Calvin
Sandstone, and Winn Limestone in southern Louisiana and far East Texas (Loucks et al.,
2017), 175 miles (281 km) east of the study area, shows a similar stratigraphic architecture
as the Jurassic/Lower Cretaceous stratigraphy of the East Texas and Brazos Basins (Figure
20). In both regions, the Knowles Limestone dips basinward (south/southeast) into the
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Figure 19. Proposed depositional model for the Upper Glen Rose D. Houston Trough
intrashelf basin provides a deeper-water depocenter for organic
accumulation and resedimented grain dominated flows. Grain-dominated
flows were likley derived from a shallow-water setting to the northwest.
Both the Basin Operating Co. Darrell Hall No. 1, Leon Co. and the Shell
Oil Co. Flora Johnson No. 1, Grimes Co. (Figures 5 and 6) are illustrated
on the depositional model to demonstrate how lithofacies of each core
are distributed spatially on the Upper Glen Rose platform.
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North Louisiana Salt and Brazos Basins. Siliciclastic sands of the Calvin Sandstone overlie
the most downdip Knowles Limestone showing distinct onlap surfaces onto the Knowles
platform (Figures 21B and 21C). The Calvin Sandstone is subsequently transgressed by the
Winn Limestone. The Winn shelf margin lies south of the Calvin Sandstone and Calvin
Limestone. The seismic and stratigraphic interpretation provided in Figures 20 and 21
suggests that the southern bounding faults of the Houston Trough are rooted in the Calvin
Sandstone, and the faults span through Jurassic, Cretaceous and Tertiary strata. The Calvin
Sandstone shows onlap surfaces onto the Knowles Limestone, and is onlapped by the Winn
Limestone. Also, the southern fault system of the Houston Trough can be linked to the
onlap surface between the Knowles Limestone and the Calvin Sandstone (Figure 21C). The
Knowles and Winn carbonates might have provided a stable platform, while the Calvin
Sandstone was less stable with the onlap surface being a point of slip and failure when
younger Lower Cretaceous sediments were loaded on top.
In the Houston Trough, low-energy, dysaerobic conditions, generally prevailed
during Upper Glen Rose D deposition. Lack of bioturbation, faint laminations, preserved
TOC (up to 2.34% TOC), paucity of in-situ biota, and presence of agglutinated
foraminiferas are evidence of suboxic bottom-water and sediment conditions. Argillaceous
and calcareous mudstone lithofacies occurring within all the cores is evidence that these
dysaerobic conditions were present throughout the area of the Houston Trough with similar
TOC distribution in several cores (Table 2). These conditions are interpreted to be related
to a stratified water column in the Houston Trough intrashelf basin and to partial restriction
of shelf-wide circulation related to the barring of the shelf by the Stuart City barrier reef.
Upper Glen Rose fine-grained siliciclastics (clay minerals and quartz and feldspar silt) were
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Figure 20.
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Figure 20 (previous page). (A) Regional map from Loucks et al. 2017 showing key
structural components that impacted deposition during the Cretaceous.
A regional dip line of Jurassic/Lower Cretaceous stratigraphy in
Louisiana is shown in yellow for stratigraphic analyses from Loucks et
al. (2017). ION GulfSpan line 2200 (section E-E’) marked by red line.
(B) Dip section from Loucks et al. (2017) showing stratigraphic
relationships between Knowles Limestone, Calvin Sandstone, and Winn
Limestone. (C) Lower Cretaceous stratigraphy of East Texas study area.
Clear onlap terminations onto Knowles Limestone are suggested to
highlight Calvin Sandstone deposits. Large faults that are associated
with the Houston Trough intrashelf basin are shown to be rooted in this
Knowles shelf margin and Calvin Sandstone onlap.
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Figure 21. Interpreted stratigraphy for Upper Jurassic/Lower Cretaceous formations
within East Texas study area from ION GulfSpan Line 2200. Houston
Trough intrashelf basin is shown to be created by faulting rooted within
the Calvin Sandstone. Cretaceous strata are shown to thicken within the
half-graben feature that is directly above this Calvin Sandstone contact
with the Knowles Limestone.
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potentially sourced by fluvial/deltaic systems in northern Texas (Moore, 1996). The area of
investigation is distal to the fluvial/deltaic systems such that siliciclastic sand-sized material
was not transported into the area. Clay minerals and silt were deposited in the study area by
a variety of processes, which may have included windblown dust, mud plumes, and stormrelated bottom-return currents.
Geometries and sedimentary structures from the Alabama Ferry field reveal poorly
sorted grainstone bodies that fine upwards into mud-rich packstones and have sharp
contacts with argillaceous mudstones. Grainstones are shown to be composed of multiple
3 to 13 cm fining upward alternating layers of bivalve- (coarse) to ooid- (fine) dominated
beds. In some cases, organic mudstones with rip-up clasts are interbedded with graindominated facies. This observation suggests waning flows in a low-energy environment as
opposed to a high-energy shoaling environment as other researchers have suggested for
Upper Glen Rose D deposits (e.g., Lomando, 1987; Bruno, 1991; Pollard, 1989; Zahm,
2010). The sedimentary structures discussed earlier correlate well with models for hybrid
gravity flow sedimentation (Haughton et al., 2009). The source of shallower water
allochems in the Houston Trough is suggested to be from the shallower water environments
surrounding the Houston Trough (Figure 4B).
The Upper Glen Rose D unit isopach is shown in Figure 4B. The thickest section
(basin center) runs from Brazos County northwest into Houston County. The isopach shows
that the Houston Trough is a southwest extension of the East Texas Basin. To the northwest
and southeast the Glen Rose thins onto the Central Texas Platform and the Stuart City High
respectively (Figure 4B). No core data are available from the Central Texas Shelf of the
Upper Glen Rose D section, but it is postulated that the area had higher level of wave and
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current energy than the Houston Trough and it is in this area that ooids and other allochems
formed that later transported into the area of the Alabama Ferry in the Houston Trough.
While the Upper Glen Rose D isopach (Figure 4B) defines the extent for the
Houston Trough, water depths at time of deposition is also important to understand in
relation to storm- and fair-weather-wave base. One method of estimating maximum water
depth in the Houston Trough at time of deposition can be derived from analyzing the
seismic profile (Figure 22). This depth-converted profile shows as much as 400 to 500 ft
(120 m to 150 m) of relief when tracing reflections into the Houston Trough. Topographic
variations may not be directly related to water depth as the basin may have subsided during
Upper Glen Rose D deposition and sedimentation rates may have varied. Therefore, the
400 to 500 ft (120 m to 150 m) of water depth is only a maximum estimate.
Greenhouse, icehouse, and transitional settings will greatly determine stacking
patterns of lithofacies cyclicity, sedimentology, and facies associations on flat-topped
carbonate platforms (Kerans and Tinker, 1997). During greenhouse periods, including the
middle Triassic through Cretaceous, warmer climates prevailed, ice caps were minimal, and
a 20 ky sea-level cycle with a low-amplitude (3 ft, 10 m), high-frequency signal dominated
(Kerans and Tinker, 1997). If assuming a flat-topped carbonate platform, greenhouse
systems will exhibit systematic cycle stacking with platform sediments filling
accommodation space created by each amplitude eustatic beat. While Glen Rose and Upper
Glen Rose D lithofacies were deposited during a greenhouse setting, lithofacies cyclicity
within Upper Glen Rose D in the Houston Trough reveals nonsystematic cycle stacking
with unconformable contacts between resedimented grainstone lithofacies and deepwater
organic-matter-rich lithofacies. This juxtaposition does not fit with the general style of
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Figure 22. Seismic dip section from ION GulfSPAN 2200 with highlighted horizons. Glen Rose D is
traced in seismic spanning from inner shelf to shelf margin to fore-reef/slope.
Estimated sea level is highlighted by dashed line and water depth within Houston
Trough is taken from the difference in depth between estimated sea level and top Glen
Rose D horizon. Isopach thickness of the Glen Rose D (Figure 3) shows thickest
accumulations within Houston Trough intrashelf basin.

greenhouse cyclicity that is expected on a flat-topped platform that has previously been
invoked for the Cretaceous Glen Rose Formation of East Texas (Phelps, 2010). In the East
Texas area, this classification system does not capture the complexity associated with active
halokinesis and locally varying subsidence rates present in the area. In such cases, local
depositional lows (intrashelf basins) strongly impacted depositional lithofacies
development (Figure 3B). The type of cyclicity found the Upper Glen Rose D section in the
Houston Trough cannot to be explained by Milankovitch high-frequency, low-amplitude
sea-level oscillations. If this cyclicity — juxtaposed shallow-water grainstones adjacent to
deeper-water mudstone — as seen in the in the Alabama Ferry area, were driven by eustatic
fluctuations, this would fit more with an icehouse setting. Here it is proposed that instead
of a eustatically driven depositional cycle origin for the grainstone-mudstone couplets, a
autogenic resedimentation process is what drives the intercalation of these discrete facies
types. In this scenario, no significant eustatic fluctuations are required, but instead, regional
resedimentation and preservation in intrashelf basins with accumulation below stormwave-base is proposed.
CONCLUSIONS
The Upper Glen Rose D section was deposited in the deeper water Houston Trough
intrashelf basin behind the Stuart City Reef Margin that had poor circulation with the open
ocean. Seismic, isopach, and lithofacies data document the presence of the Houston
Trough. The trough is a half graben formed through subsidence and deformation within the
Brazos Basin. It is suggested that the faults that partly formed the Houston Trough are
deeply rooted in the Lower Cretaceous Calvin Sandstone between two carbonate platforms
(Knowles and the Winn platforms).
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Within the Houston Trough, lower-energy argillaceous and calcareous mudstones
and lime wackestones to mud-dominated lime packstones were deposited throughout the
basin. The low-energy deposits with laminations, paucity of bioturbation, elevated TOC,
and rarity of in-place biota suggest that the sediments were deposited in dysaerobic to
anaerobic bottom waters below storm-wave base. Within this deeper intrashelf basin,
gravity flows originating on the shallow-water shelf formed debris fans. These grain-rich
fans formed the Alabama Ferry and the Fort Trinidad fields. This is a new interpretation of
the depositional model for the Alabama Ferry and the Fort Trinidad fields as previous
authors suggested that the grainstones within these fields were deposited on a flat-topped
reef-rimmed platform in a high-energy shoaling complex composed of ooid and other
allochems. The higher TOC-rich mudstones with sharp contacts between the grainstones
were considered to be lagoonal sediments, whereas they are more likely deeper-water
dysaerobic mudstones as suggested in this investigation. The proposed depositional model
for the Alabama Ferry and the Fort Trinidad fields indicates that not all grainstone bodies
on South and East Texas shelves are related to shoaling conditions.
Rock Eval® data shows the Glen Rose strata to have fair to excellent TOC content,
but low generation potential. As indicated by calculated Ro’s of 0.72 to 1.1%, these strata
are within the oil window. Because of the elevated TOC in mudstones within the oil
window, these strata may be potential as an oil-shale unconventional resource. More data
are needed from throughout the basin to test this suggestion.
Concepts produced by this investigation can be used to explore other Lower
Cretaceous intrashelf basins around the Gulf of Mexico. The depositional model can also
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be used as an analog for carbonate intrashelf basins where concepts developed for flat-top
shelves do not apply.
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